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Abstract:
Although frequent-pattern mining has been widely studied and used, it is challenging
to extend it to data streams. Compared to mining from a static transaction data set, the
streaming case has far more information to track and far greater complexity to manage. Infrequent items can become frequent later on and hence cannot be ignored. The
storage structure needs to be dynamically adjusted to reflect the evolution of itemset
frequencies over time.
In this paper, we propose computing and maintaining all the frequent patterns
(which is usually more stable and smaller than the streaming data) and dynamically
updating them with the incoming data streams. We extended the framework to mine
time-sensitive patterns with approximate support guarantee. We incrementally maintain tilted-time windows for each pattern at multiple time granularities. Interesting
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queries can be constructed and answered under this framework.
Moreover, inspired by the fact that the FP-tree provides an effective data structure
for frequent pattern mining, we develop FP-stream, an effective FP-tree-based model
for mining frequent patterns from data streams. An FP-stream structure consists of
(a) an in-memory frequent pattern-tree to capture the frequent and sub-frequent itemset
information, and (b) a tilted-time window table for each frequent pattern. Efficient algorithms for constructing, maintaining and updating an FP-stream structure over data
streams are explored. Our analysis and experiments show that it is realistic to maintain
time-sensitive frequent patterns in data stream environments even with limited main
memory.
Keywords: frequent pattern, data stream, stream data mining.

3.1 Introduction
Frequent-pattern mining has been studied extensively in data mining, with many algorithms proposed and implemented (for example, Apriori [Agrawal & Srikant1994],
FP-growth [Han, Pei, & Yin2000], CLOSET [Pei, Han, & Mao2000], and CHARM
[Zaki & Hsiao2002]). Frequent pattern mining and its associated methods have been
popularly used in association rule mining [Agrawal & Srikant1994], sequential pattern
mining [Agrawal & Srikant1995], structured pattern mining [Kuramochi & Karypis2001],
iceberg cube computation [Beyer & Ramakrishnan1999], cube gradient analysis [Imielinski, Khachiyan, & Abdulghani2002], associative classification [Liu, Hsu, & Ma1998],
frequent pattern-based clustering [Wang et al.2002], and so on.
Recent emerging applications, such as network traffic analysis, Web click stream
mining, power consumption measurement, sensor network data analysis, and dynamic
tracing of stock fluctuation, call for study of a new kind of data, called stream data,
where data takes the form of continuous, potentially infinite data streams, as opposed
to finite, statically stored data sets. Stream data management systems and continuous
stream query processors are under popular investigation and development. Besides
querying data streams, another important task is to mine data streams for interesting
patterns.
There are some recent studies on mining data streams, including classification of
stream data [Domingos & Hulten2000,Hulten, Spencer, & Domingos2001] and clustering data streams [Guha et al.2000, O’Callaghan et al.2002]. However, it is challenging
to mine frequent patterns in data streams because mining frequent itemsets is essentially a set of join operations as illustrated in Apriori whereas join is a typical blocking
operator, i.e., computation for any itemset cannot complete before seeing the past and
future data sets. Since one can only maintain a limited size window due to the huge
amount of stream data, it is difficult to mine and update frequent patterns in a dynamic,
data stream environment.
In this paper, we study this problem and propose a new methodology: mining timesensitive data streams. Previous work [Manku & Motwani2002] studied the landmark
model, which mines frequent patterns in data streams by assuming that patterns are
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measured from the start of the stream up to the current moment. The landmark model
may not be desirable since the set of frequent patterns usually are time-sensitive and
in many cases, changes of patterns and their trends are more interesting than patterns
themselves. For example, a shopping transaction stream could start long time ago
(e.g., a few years ago), and the model constructed by treating all the transactions, old
or new, equally cannot be very useful at guiding the current business since some old
items may have lost their attraction; fashion and seasonal products may change from
time to time. Moreover, one may not only want to fade (e.g., reduce the weight of)
old transactions but also to find changes or evolution of frequent patterns with time. In
network monitoring, the changes of the frequent patterns in the past several minutes
are valuable and can be used for detection of network intrusions [Dokas et al.2002].
In our design, we actively maintain frequent patterns under a tilted-time window
framework in order to answer time-sensitive queries. The frequent patterns are compressed and stored using a tree structure similar to FP-tree [Han, Pei, & Yin2000]
and updated incrementally with incoming transactions. In [Han, Pei, & Yin2000], the
FP-tree provides a base structure to facilitate mining in a static batch environment. In
this paper, an FP-tree is used for storing transactions for the current time window; on
the other hand, a similar tree structure, called pattern-tree, is used to store frequent
patterns in the past windows. Our time-sensitive stream mining model, FP-stream,
includes two major components: (1) pattern-tree, and (2) tilted-time window.
We summarize the contributions of the paper. First, a time-sensitive mining methodology is introduced for mining data streams. Next, we develop an efficient algorithm
to build and incrementally maintain FP-stream to summarize the frequent patterns at
multiple time granularities. Third, under the framework of FP-stream time-sensitive
queries can be answered over data streams with an error bound guarantee.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the problem definition and provides a basic analysis of the problem. Section 3.3 presents the
FP-stream method. Section 3.4 introduces the maintenance of tilted-time windows,
while Section 3.5 discusses the issues of minimum support. The algorithm is outlined
in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 reports the results of our experiments and performance
study. Section 3.8 discusses the related issues, and Section 3.9 concludes the study.

3.2 Problem Definition and Analysis
Our task is to find the complete set of frequent patterns in a data stream, assuming that
one can only see the set of transactions in a limited size window at any moment.
To study frequent pattern mining in data streams, we first examine the same problem in a transaction database. To justify whether a single item
is frequent in a
transaction database  , one just need to scan the database once to count the number of transactions that appears. One can count every single item in one scan of
 . However, it is too costly to count every possible combination of single items (i.e.,
itemset  of any length) in  because there are a huge number of such combinations.
An efficient alternative proposed in the Apriori algorithm [Agrawal & Srikant1994] is
to count only those itemsets whose every proper subset is frequent. That is, at the  -th
scan of  , derive its frequent itemset of length  (where  ), and then derive the
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set of length  candidate itemset (i.e., whose every length  subset is frequent)
for the next scan.
There are two difficulties in using an Apriori-like algorithm in a data stream environment. Frequent itemset mining by Apriori is essentially a set of join operations
as shown in [Agrawal & Srikant1994]. However, join is a typical blocking operator [Babcock et al.2002] which cannot be performed over stream data since one can
only observe at any moment a very limited size window of a data stream.
To ensure the completeness of frequent patterns for stream data, it is necessary to
store not only the information related to frequent items, but also that related to infrequent ones. If the information about the currently infrequent items were not stored,
such information would be lost. If these items become frequent later, it would be impossible to figure out their correct overall support and their connections with other
items. However, it is also unrealistic to hold all streaming data in the limited main
memory. Thus, we divide patterns into three categories: frequent patterns, subfrequent
patterns, and infrequent patterns.
Definition 1 The frequency of and itemset  over a time period  is the number of
transactions in  in which  occurs. The support of  is the frequency divided by
the total number of transactions observed in  . Let the   !#"%$%$'&)()* be + and the
relaxation ratio be ,.-0/213+ , where / is the maximum support error.  is frequent if
its support is no less than + ; it is sub-frequent if its support is less than + but no less
than / ; otherwise, it is infrequent.
We are only interested in frequent patterns. But we have to maintain subfrequent
patterns since they may become frequent later. We want to discard infrequent patterns since the number of infrequent patterns are really large and the loss of support
from infrequent patterns will not affect the calculated support too much. The definition of frequent, subfrequent, and infrequent patterns is actually relative to period  .
For example, a pattern  may be subfrequent over a period 54 , but it is possible that
it becomes infrequent over a longer period 76 (7498:;6 ). In this case, we can conclude that  will not be frequent over period  6 . In our design, the complete structure,
FP-stream, consists of two parts: (1) a global frequent pattern-tree held in main memory, and (2) tilted-time windows embedded in this pattern-tree. Incremental updates
can be performed on both parts of the FP-stream: Incremental updates occur when
some infrequent patterns become (sub)frequent, or vice versa. At any moment, the
set of frequent patterns over a period can be obtained from FP-stream residing in the
main memory.

3.3 Mining Time-Sensitive Frequent Patterns in Data
Streams
The design of the tilted-time window [Chen et al.2002] is based on the fact that people
are often interested in recent changes at a fine granularity, but long term changes at a
coarse granularity. Fig. 3.1 shows such a tilted-time window: the most recent 4 quarters
of an hour, then the last 24 hours, and 31 days. Based on this model, one can compute
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frequent itemsets in the last hour with the precision of quarter of an hour, the last day
with the precision of hour, and so on, until the whole month. This model registers only
<
<
>=
@?AB-CED units of time, with an acceptable trade-off of lower granularity at a
distant time.
24 hours

31 days

4 qtrs

t
Figure 3.1: Natural Tilted-Time Window Frames
As shown in Figure 3.2, for each tilted-time window, a frequent pattern set can be
maintained. Using this scenario, we can answer the following queries: (1) what is the
frequent pattern set over the period * 6 and *GF ? (2) what are the periods when HJILK2
is frequent? (3) does the support of MHN change dramatically in the period from *OF to
*QP ? and so on. That is, one can (1) mine frequent patterns in the current window, (2)
mine frequent patterns over time ranges with granularity confined by the specification
of window size and boundary, (3) put different weights on different windows to mine
various kinds of weighted frequent patterns, and (4) mine evolution of frequent patterns
based on the changes of their occurrences in a sequence of windows. Thus we have the
flexibility to mine a variety of frequent patterns associated with time.
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Figure 3.2: Frequent Patterns for Tilted-Time Windows
For each tilted-time window, one can register window-based count for each frequent pattern. We use a compact tree representation of frequent pattern set, called
pattern-tree. Figure 3.3 shows an example. Each node in the frequent pattern tree
represents a pattern (from root to this node) and its frequency is recorded in the node.
This tree shares the similar structure with FP-tree. The difference is that it stores
frequent patterns instead of streaming data. In fact, we can use the same FP-tree
construction method in [Han, Pei, & Yin2000] to build this tree by taking the set of
frequent patterns as input.
Usually frequent patterns do not change dramatically over time. Therefore, the tree
structure for different tilted-time windows will likely have considerable overlap. If we
can embed the tilted-time window structure into each node, space can be saved. Thus
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Figure 3.3: Pattern Tree
we propose to use only one frequent pattern tree, where at each node, the frequency
for each tilted-time window is maintained. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a frequent
pattern tree with tilted-time windows embedded. We call this structure an FP-stream.
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Figure 3.4: Pattern-Tree with Tilted-Time Windows Embedded in FP-stream

3.4 Maintaining Tilted-Time Windows
With the arrival of new data, the tilted-time window table will grow. In order to make
the table compact, tilted-time window maintenance mechanisms are developed based
on a tilted-time window construction strategy.

3.4.1 Natural Tilted-Time Window
For the natural tilted-time window discussed before (shown in Figure 3.1), the maintenance of windows is straightforward. When four quarters are accumulated, they merge
together to constitute one hour. After 24 hours are accumulated, one day is built. In
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the natural tilted-time window, at most C3D tilted windows need to be maintained for a
period of one month. In the following section, we introduce a logarithmic tilted-time
window schema which will reduce the number of tilted-time windows used.

3.4.2 Logarithmic Tilted-time Window
As an alternative, the tilted-time window frame can also be constructed based on a
logarithmic time scale as shown in Figure 3.5. Suppose the current window holds the
transactions in the current quarter. Then the remaining slots are for the last quarter, the
next two quarters, 4 quarters, 8 quarters, 16 quarters, etc., growing at an exponential
rate of 2. According to this model, with one year of data and the finest precision at
<
<
<
<
quarter, we will need RM&S 6 ?ET%CVUW= U 2YXZ)[ units of time instead of ?ETET5UW= U ?\CNI]?ET units. As we can see, the logarithmic tilted-time window schema is very spaceefficient.
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Figure 3.5: Tilted-Time Window Frame with Logarithmic Partition
Formally, we assume that the stream of transactions is broken up into fixed sized
batches 4 I 6 I#^]^]^]I `_aI]^]^#^ , where `_ is the most current batch and 4 the oldest.
For `cb , let deOI b\ denote fghjiJk7 h . For a given itemset,  , let l3m\eOInbo denote the
frequency of  in dMOInbo (  is omitted if clear from context). A logarithmic tilted-time
window is used to record frequencies for itemset  . The following frequencies are kept
l5MpIq72rLl5es@%Iqs@)jrOl5est=AIqsu?\jrLl5Ms

<

I dsv[32I]^]^#^]^

The ratio ( between the size of two neighbor tilted-time windows reflects the growth
rate of window size, which usually should be larger than  . The above example illustrates a logarithmic tilted-time window with ratio of = . Note that there are weR&S 6 M7 x\
frequencies. So even for a very large number of batches, the maximum number of frequencies is reasonable (e.g., #y\z batches requires 31 frequencies). Moreover, if the
user requests a time window { consisting of the last | batches from the current time,
then we produce an answer for a time window { } consisting of the last }| batches. We
} s|V~ow] 6 x . In other words, the time granularity error is at most w)6 x .
guarantee that ~ |`
However, in a logarithmic tilted-time window, intermediate buffer windows need to
be maintained. These intermediate windows will replace or be merged with tilted-time
windows when they are full.

3.4.3 Logarithmic Tilted-Time Window Updating
Given a new batch of transactions , we describe how the logarithmic tilted-time window for  is updated. First, replace l5MpIq7 , the frequency at the finest level of time
granularity (level 0), with l5M and shift l5MpIq7 back to the next finest level of time
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granularity (level 1). l5MpIq7 replaces l5MvsZEI vsZ) at level 1. Before shifting
l5es@%Iqs@) back to level 2, check if the intermediate window for level 1 is full. If
not, l5estEI st) is not shifted back; instead it is placed in the intermediate window
and the algorithm stops (in the example in the previous sub-section, the intermediate
window for all levels is empty). If the intermediate window is full (say with a frequency l ), then l5es@%Iqs@)7l is shifted back to level 2. This process continues
until shifting stops. Consider the following example over batches 4 , ^#^]^ , ` . The
tilted-time window initially looks like
l5AI \jrOl5n[oIj[32rLl5MTILC%jrLl5

<

I#j^

l5MAIL% resides in the window for granularity level 0, l5n[NIO[E for level 1, l5MTILCE for
<
level 2, l5 I# for level 3. The intermediate windows at each level are empty and thus
we update the tilted-time window
not shown. Upon arrival of
z

l5DAI D\jrOl5MAIL%] l5 [oIO[E  rLl5TAILC%jrOl5

<

I#2^

l5MDAILD% replaces l5AI \ at level 0 which is shifted back to level 1 replacing l5n[NIO[3 .
Since the intermediate window for level 1 is empty, l5 [oIO[E is put into the window
and the shifting stops ( ^#^]^  denotes an intermediate window). Upon arrival of 4GP ,
updating requires several steps. First, we replace l5DAILD% by l5q#yI]#y\ and shift l5MDI D%
back. The intermediate window at level 1 is full, so the frequencies at level 1 are
merged (producing l5AIj[39-l5MI %l5n[NIO[3 ). l5AIO[E is shifted back to level 2
replacing l5MTILCE . Since the intermediate window at that level is empty, l5MTILC% is put
into the intermediate window and the shifting stops. The result is
l5GyAI]y%2rLl5MDI D\jrLl5AIj[32 l5MTILC%  rLl5

<

I])j^

Upon arrival of 4L4 we update and get
l5GE%I]%jrOl5GyAI]y%] l5DAI D\  rLl5AIO[E2 l5MTNIOCEQnrOl5

<

I]j^

Finally, upon arrival of 4G6 we get
l5q=AI]=%jrOl5GE%I]%jrOl5GyAI D\jrOl5MAIOC32 l5

<

I])  ^

Notice that only one entry is needed in intermediate storage at any granularity level.
Hence, the size of the tilted-time window can grow no larger than =weR&So63MQx=
where  is the number of batches seen thus far in the stream. There are two basic
operations in maintaining logarithmic tilted-time windows: One is frequency merging;
and the other is entry shifting. For  batches, we would like to know how many such
operations need to be done for each pattern. The following claim shows the amortized
number of shifting and merging operations need to be done, which shows the efficiency
of logarithmic scale partition. For any pattern, the amortized number of shifting and
merging operations is the total number of such operations performed over  batches
divided by  .
Claim 3.4.1 In the logarithmic tilted-time window updating, the amortized number of
shifting and merging operations for each pattern is q .
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3.5 Minimum Support
Let *QPEI#^]^]^]Iq* _ be the tilted-time windows which group the batches seen thus far in the
stream, where *q_ is the oldest (be careful, this notation differs from that of the ’s in
the previous section). We denote the window size of * (the number of transactions in
g
* ) by  . Our goal is to mine all frequent itemsets whose supports are larger than +
g
g
over period -* hB * h2 4  ^]^#^  * hj (yvN` ). The size of  is {
 h  hj 4 ^]^]^j h2 . If we maintained all possible itemsets in all periods no matter
whether they were frequent or not, this goal could be met.1 However, this will require
too much space, so we only maintain l m e* P jI#^]^#^]ILl m e*G 4  for some  ( yc ¡ )
and drop the remaining tail sequences of tilted-time windows. Specifically, we drop
tail sequences l3m%e*  jI#^]^]^#ILl¢m%e* _  when the following condition holds,
£

RqIQ¤JOILR¥>¦pIOl m e* 
 §>+a
g
g

and ¤;R

 I RV@¨>R  @pI

©
ª
g

i ©

l m e* 
 §/
g

©
ª
g

i ©


g

^

(3.1)

As a result, we no longer have°¯ an exact frequency over  , rather an approximate
 _%  4j® h
l¢m\e*  if ²± and l3} mEe`-yt³/O{
frequency l3} m%M-¬« ig h
if ´
g
g
 . The approximation is less than the actual frequency as described by the following
inequality,
l m eVst/j{µ

l } m eY¡l m Mj^

(3.2)

Thus if we deliver all itemsets whose approximate frequency is larger than +us
/jq{ , we will not miss any frequent itemsets in period  ( [Manku & Motwani2002]
discussed the landmark case). However, we may return some itemsets whose frequency
is between +su/jq{ and +¥{ . This is reasonable when / is small.
Based on inequality (3.2), we draw the following claim that the pruning of the tail
of a tilted-time window table does not compromise our goal.
Claim 3.5.1 Consider itemset  . Let  be the minimum number satisfying the condition (3.1). We drop the tail frequencies from l m M*G` to l m e*G_ . For any period
c-* hW ^]^#^  * hj ( y>¡N;> ), if l m e+¥{ , then l } m eM+s¶/O { .
The basic idea of Claim 3.5.1 is that if we prune  ’s tilted-time window table to
, then we can still find all frequent itemsets (with support error / ) over any
user-defined time period  . We call this pruning tail pruning.
Itemsets and their tilted-time window tables are maintained in the FP-stream data
structure. When a new batch
arrives, mine the itemsets from
and update the
FP-stream structure. For each  mined in , if  does not appear in the structure, add
 if l¢m\M·Z/¢~ ~ . If  does appear, add l3m%M to  ’s table and then do tail pruning
(Actually tail pruning using the minimum  in the case of R-y , if the first part of
condition 3.1 is not violated, is enough since we incrementally do tail pruning when
new batches arrive). If all of the windows are dropped, then drop  from FP-stream.
* P I]^]^#^2Iq*G 4

1 Maintaining only frequent tilted-time window entries will not work. As the stream progresses, infrequent
entries may be needed to account for itemsets going from infrequent to frequent.
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This algorithm will correctly maintain the FP-stream structure, but not very efficiently. So far we have not discussed the possible anti-monotone properties for the
relations between itemsets and their supersets. We have the following anti-monotone
property for the supports recorded in tilted-time window tables.
Claim 3.5.2 Consider itemsets ¸Z  which are both in the FP-stream structure at
the end of a batch. Let l3m%e*QP¢jILl3m%M* 42jI#^]^#^]ILl3m%M* h  and l¢m  M*QPjIOl¢m  e* 4#jI#^]^#^]ILl3m  e* ©  be
the entries maintained in the tilted-time window tables for  and A , respectively. The
following statements hold.
1. >R .
2. ¤JOILy@¦R , l m M* ¡l m  e*  .
g

g

Claim 3.5.2 shows the property that the frequency of an itemset should be equal to
or larger than the support of its supersets still holds under the framework of approximate frequency counting and tilted-time window scenario. Furthermore, the size of
tilted-time window table of  should be equal to or larger than that of its supersets.
This claim allows for some pruning in the following way. If  is found in but is not
in the FP-stream structure, then by Claim 3.5.2 part 1, no superset is in the structure.
Hence, if l m §¹/¢~ ~ , then none of the supersets need be examined. So the mining
of can prune its search and not visit supersets of  . We call this type of pruning Type
I Pruning.
By Claim 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, we conclude the following anti-monotone property which
can help efficiently cutting off infrequent patterns.
Claim 3.5.3 Consider a pattern º¸o , the following statements hold.
1. if the tail frequencies l3m%M*  ;^]^]^Ol¢m\e* _  can be safely dropped based on Claim
3.5.1, then o can safely drop any frequency among l m  e*GBa^#^]^Ll m  e*G_ if it has.
2. if all the frequencies l m e* P a^]^#^Ll m e*G_ can be safely dropped based on Claim
3.5.1, then o together with all its frequencies can be safely dropped.
Claim 3.5.3 part 2 essentially says that if all of  ’s tilted-time window table entries
are pruned (hence  is dropped), then any superset will also be dropped. We call this
type of pruning Type II Pruning.

3.6 Algorithm
In this section, we describe in more detail the algorithm for constructing and maintaining the FP-stream structure. In particular we incorporate the pruning techniques into
the high-level description of the algorithm given in the previous section.
The update to the FP-stream structure is bulky, done only when enough incoming
transactions have arrived to form a new batch . The algorithm treats the first batch
g
differently from the rest as an initialization step. As the transactions for 4 arrive, the
frequencies for all items are computed, and the transactions are stored in main memory.
An ordering, f list, is created in which items are ordered by decreasing frequencies
(just as done in [Han, Pei, & Yin2000]). This ordering remains fixed for all remaining
batches. Once all the transactions for 4 have arrived (and stored in memory), the
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batch in memory is scanned creating an FP-tree pruning all items with frequency less
than /¢~ 4 ~ . Finally, an FP-stream structure is created by mining all / -frequent itemsets
from the FP-tree (the batch in memory and transaction FP-tree are discarded). All
the remaining batches , for »¡= , are processed according to the algorithm below.
g

Algorithm 1 (FP-streaming) (Incremental update of the FP-stream structure with
incoming stream data)
I NPUT: (1) An FP-stream structure, (2) a n !#"\$E$'&)()* threshold, + , (3) an error
rate, / , and (4) an incoming batch, , of transactions (these actually are arrivg
ing one at a time from a stream).
O UTPUT: The updated FP-stream structure.
M ETHOD:
1. Initialize the FP-tree to empty.
2. Sort each incoming transaction * , according to f list, and then insert it into the
FP-tree without pruning any items.
3. When all the transactions in
lows.
g

are accumulated, update the FP-stream as fol-

(a) Mine itemsets out of the FP-tree using FP-growth algorithm in [Han, Pei,
& Yin2000] modified as below. For each mined itemset,  , check if  is in
the FP-stream structure. If  is in the structure, do the following.
i. Add l m M to the tilted-time window table for  .
ii. Conduct tail pruning.
iii. If the table is empty, then FP-growth stops mining supersets of  (Type
II Pruning). Note that the removal of  from the FP-stream structure
is deferred until the scanning of the structure (next step).
iv. If the table is not empty, then FP-growth continues mining supersets
of  .
If  is not in the structure and if l m M¶ /¢~ ~ , then insert  into the
structure (its tilted-time window table will have only one entry, l m   ).
g
Otherwise, FP-growth stops mining supersets of  (Type I Pruning).
(b) Scan the FP-stream structure (depth-first search). For each itemset  encountered, check if  was updated when was mined. If not, then insert 0
into  ’s tilted-time window table (  did not occur in )2 . Prune  ’s table
by tail pruning.
Once the search reaches a leaf, if the leaf has an empty tilted-time window
table, then drop the leaf. If there are any siblings of the leaf, continue the
search with them. If there were no siblings, then return to the parent and
continue the search with its siblings. Note that if all of the children of the
parent were dropped, then the parent becomes a leaf node and might be
dropped.
2 By recording some additional timestamp information, these zero tilted-time window entries could be
dropped. However, in the interests of simplicity, we did not do so and leave it for future work.
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3.7 Performance Study and Experiments
In this section, we report our performance study. We describe first our experimental
set-up and then our results.

3.7.1 Experimental Set-Up
Our algorithm was written in C and compiled using gcc with the -lm switch. All of
our experiments are performed on a SUN Ultra-5 workstation using a 333 MHz Sun
UltraSPARC-IIi processor, 512 MB of RAM, and 1350 MB of virtual memory. The
operating system in use was SunOS 5.8. All experiments were run without any other
users on the machine.
The stream data was generated by the IBM synthetic market-basket data generator,
available at “www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest/syndata.html/#assocSynData” (managed by the Quest data mining group). In all the experiments 3M transactions were
generated using 1K distinct items. The average number of items per transaction was
varied as to be described below. The default values for all other parameters of the
synthetic data generator were used (i.e., number of patterns 10000, average length of
the maximal pattern 4, correlation coefficient between patterns 0.25, and average confidence in a rule 0.75).
The stream was broken into batches of size 50K transactions and fed into our program through standard input. The support threshold + was varied (as to be described
below) and / was set to yA^¼#+ .3 Note that the underlying statistical model used to generate the transactions does not change as the stream progresses. We feel that this does
not reflect reality well. In reality, seasonal variations may cause the underlying model
(or parameters of it) to shift in time. A simple-minded way to capture some of this
shifting effect is to periodically, randomly permute some item names. To do this, we
use an item mapping table, ½ . The table initially maps all item names to themselves
(i.e. ½:MG¦-¡ ). However, for every five batches 200 random permutations are applied
to the table4 .

3.7.2 Experimental Results
We performed two sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments, + was fixed
at yA^ yEy\C ( yA^¾C percent) and / at y^ y%yEy%C . In the second set of experiments + was fixed
at yA^ yEyo[3C and / at y^ y%yEy\[EC . In both sets of experiments three separate data sets were
fed into the program. The first had the average transaction length 3, the second 5, and
the third 7. At each batch the following statistics were collected: the total number of
seconds required per batch (TIME),5 the size of the FP-stream structure at the end
of each batch in bytes (SIZE),6 the total number of itemsets held in the FP-stream
3 Not all 3M transactions are processed. In some cases only 41 batches are processed (2.05M transactions), in other cases 55 batches (2.75M transactions).
4 A random permutation of table entries ¿ and À
means that ÁÂÃ¿eÄ is swapped with ÁÂ¾À#Ä .
When each transaction Å ¿nÆjÇqÈqÈGÈGÇn¿eÉÊ is read from input, before it is processed, it is transformed to
ÅOÁÂÃ¿nÆ Ä Ç ÈGÈqÈqÇnÁÂÃ¿eÉ)ÄÊ .
5 Includes the time to read transactions from standard input.
6 Does not include the temporary FP-tree structure used for mining the batch.
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structure at the end of the batch (NUM ITEMSETS), and the average length of an
itemset in the FP-stream at the end of each batch (AVE LEN). In all graphs presented
the Ë axis represents the batch number. Moreover “support” is used to denote + .
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show TIME and SIZE results, respectively. In each figure the
top graph shows the results for average transaction length 3, the middle one shows
average transaction length 5, and the bottom one shows average transaction length 7.
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Figure 3.6: FP-stream time requirements
As expected, the item permutation causes the behavior of the algorithm to jump at
every five batches. But, stability is regained quickly. In general, the time and space
requirements of the algorithm tend to stabilize or grow very slowly as the stream progresses (despite the random permutations). For example, the time required with average transaction length 5 and support 0.0075 (middle graph figure 3.6) seems to stabilize
at 50 seconds with very small bumps at every 5 batches. The space required (middle
graph figure 3.7) seems to stabilize at roughly 350K with small bumps. The stability
results are quite nice as they provide evidence that the algorithm can handle long data
streams.
The overall space requirements are very modest in all cases (less than 3M). This
can easily fit into main memory. To analyze the time requirements, first recall that
the algorithm is to be used in a batch environment. So, we assume that while the
transactions are accumulating for a batch, updates to the FP-stream structure from the
previous batch can be commencing. The primary requirement, in our opinion, is that
the algorithm not fall behind the stream. In other words, as long as the FP-stream
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Figure 3.7: FP-stream space requirements

structure can be updated before the next batch of transactions is processed, the primary
requirement is met. Consider the case of average transaction length three and +ÌyA^ yEyo[3C (top graph in figure 3.6). The time stabilizes to roughly 25 seconds per batch.
Hence, the algorithm can handle a stream with arrival rate 2000 transaction per second
(batch size divided by time). This represents the best case of our experiments. In
the worst case (average transaction length 7 and +@-0yA^ yEyo[3C ) the rate is roughly 180
transactions per second. While this rate is not as large as we would like, we feel
that considerable improvement can be obtained since the implementation is currently
simple and straight-forward with no optimizations.
In some circumstances it is acceptable to only mine small itemsets. If the assumption is made that only small itemsets are needed, then the algorithm can prune away
a great deal of work. Figure 3.8 shows the time performance of the algorithm when
the length of the itemsets mined in bounded by two. We see that the times for average
transaction length 3 (figure 3.8 top graph) are not much smaller than those where all
itemsets were mined (figure 3.6 top graph). But the difference is significant for average
transaction length 7. Here the algorithm with itemsets of length bounded by two at
support 0.005 can handle a stream with arrival rate 556 transactions pre second (the
unbounded itemset lengths algorithm could handle a rate of 180).
An interesting observation can be made concerning the “spikes” and “troughs” in
figures 3.6 and 3.7. Considering SIZE we see that the random permutations cause
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Figure 3.8: FP-stream time requirements—itemset lengths mined are bounded by two
a narrow trough (drop) in space usage. We conjecture that the permutations cause
some itemsets in the tree to be dropped due to a sharp decrease in their frequency.
Considering TIME we see that the permutations cause a narrow spike (increase) in the
top graph at both support thresholds. In the middle graph the spiking behavior persists
for threshold 0.0075 but switches to troughs for threshold 0.005. Finally, in the bottom
graph, troughs can be seen for both thresholds.
The switching from spikes to troughs is an interesting phenomena. As of yet we
do not know its cause but do put forth a conjecture. When an item permutation occurs,
many itemsets that appear in the FP-stream structure no longer appear in the new
batch and many itemsets that do not appear in the structure appear in the new batch.
This results in two competing factors: (1) mining the batch requires less work because
itemsets in the structure that do not appear in the batch need not be updated; and (2)
mining the batch requires more work because itemsets not in the structure that were
sub-frequent in the current batch need be added. When the average transaction length
is small (say 3), condition (2) dominates—resulting in a spike. When it is large (say
7), condition (1) dominates—resulting in a trough.
Finally, we describe some results concerning the nature of the itemsets in the
FP-stream structure. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the average itemset length and the
total number of itemsets, respectively.7
7 The

maximum itemset length was between 8 and 11 in all experiments.
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Figure 3.9: FP-stream average itemset length
Note that while the average itemset length does not seem to increase with average
transaction length, the number of itemsets does. This is consistent with our running
the Apriori program of C. Borgelt8 on two datasets consisting of 50K transactions, 1K
items, and average transaction lengths 5 and 7, respectively. The support threshold
in each case was 0.0005 (corresponding to / in our +-y^ y%y%C experiments). The
itemsets produced by Apriori should be exactly the same as those in the FP-stream
after the first batch (the leftmost point in middle and bottom graphs in figure 3.10). We
observed that the make-up of the itemset lengths from Apriori was nearly the same for
both datasets: Í0? % size one, Í0?E? % size two, Í=3? % size three, Í# % size four,
ÍÎ)= % size five, ÍÏ[ % size six, ÍÏ? % size seven, and ÍÐ % sizes eight, nine, and ten
combined.

3.8 Discussion
In this section, we examine the fitness of using FP-stream in mining approximate
patterns in a time fading framework, outline some design considerations, and discuss
the related work.
8 fuzzy.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/

borgelt/software.html/#assoc
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Figure 3.10: FP-stream total number of itemsets

3.8.1 Mining approximate patterns in a time fading framework
In the previous discussion, we introduced natural and logarithmic tilted-time window
partitions. Both of them give finer granularity to the recent and coarser granularity to
the past. However, they do not discount the support of past transactions. In order to discount the past transactions, we introduce a fading factor Ñ . Suppose we have fixed sized
batches 4 IL 6 I]^#^]^2IL_ , where `_ is the most current batch and 4 the oldest. For
Òb , let eOInbo denote f ghjiJk h . For dMLI bo , the actual window size is « ghjiJkY~ h ~ .
In a fading framework, the faded window size for
 h

deOI b\

is
«

ghjiJkVÑ g

 h

~

h ~

and its

faded support is « ghjiJk Ñ g
. We do not change Algorithm 1, that means, we
still drop infrequent patterns whose support is less than / . Assume the real faded sup h
port of  for eOInbo is l3m`- « gh2iJkÑ g l¢m\M h  , the approximate support we get for 
is l3} m , then we have
l m M h 

l m su/

ª g
hjiJk

Ñ g

 h
~

h ~o

l } m ¡l m

(3.3)

Inequality (3.3) is consistent with inequality (3.2) if actual support is replaced with
faded support and the actual window size is replaced with the faded window size. When
we merge two tilted-time windows, * and *  4 , the merged frequency is l } m e* Ó
g

g

g
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©ÃÔ

, where R is the number of batches contained in tiled-time window * .
g
g
As we can see, our tilted-time window framework also works for time fading model by
changing the definition of merging operation. The claims discussed before also hold
for the time fading model.
l } m e*  4 UtÑ
g

3.8.2 Other Design Consideration
Let’s consider a few other design issues.
1. Compression of FP-stream. FP-stream can reduce the usage of memory by
maintaining only one pattern-tree and a tilted-time window table for each node in the
pattern-tree. However, the FP-stream structure can be compressed further. First, for
each tilted-time window table, if the support is stable for lots of entries, the table itself
can be compressed. Second, if the tilted-time windows of parent node and child node
in the FP-stream are the same, only one tilted-time window needs to be maintained.
2. Reordering of (sub)frequent items. For Algorithm 1 illustrated above, the ordering
of (sub)frequent items follows the item ordering in the f list. As we know, in order to
keep FP-tree compact, usually we sort items in frequency decreasing order. Since
the f list order is derived from the initial batch of transactions and never changes with
incoming streams, with the changes brought by incoming data streams one may wonder
whether it is beneficial to periodically reconstruct the FP-stream according to the
updated frequency-descending order. As we know, such updating is quite expensive.
Moreover, based on the study in [Han, Pei, & Yin2000], the order of items in FP-tree
may only slightly affect the size of the FP-tree (usually within 3-5% of performance
degradation in mining in comparison with the perfect frequency-descending ordered
tree). For pattern-tree, such difference should be even smaller since the tree derived
from the patterns should be less deep and more stable than that from the transaction
data. Therefore, we do not suggest to reorder f list periodically. However, if one really
wants to do it and update the corresponding FP-stream structure, it should be done
only at the system quiescent time, i.e., when there is no stream coming and the time is
sufficient to complete the update.
3. Suitability of the method. The memory requirement of FP-stream is largely determined by the number of subfrequent patterns and the length of subfrequent patterns.
We have found usually both of them should be larger than that of frequent patterns if
/ is far away from + . Thus if / is very low such that there are millions of subfrequent
patterns, the proposed approach requires a nontrivial size FP-stream residing in main
memory. When the patterns change very fast, i.e., each time, the new batch data generate many brand new (sub)frequent patterns, the FP-stream will grow larger and larger
over time. In that case, a possible solution is to limit the length of tilted-time window
table so that the old patterns can drop from FP-stream quickly.

3.8.3 Related Work
Although there have been a lot of studies on stream data management and stream
(continuous) query processing [Babcock et al.2002], stream data mining has attracted
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researchers’ attention only a few years ago, with a focus on stream data classification (such as [Domingos & Hulten2000, Hulten, Spencer, & Domingos2001]) and
stream clustering (such as [Guha et al.2000, O’Callaghan et al.2002]). Mining frequent counts in streams is studied only recently [Manku & Motwani2002, Demaine,
López-Ortiz, & Munro2002, Karp, Papadimitriou, & Shenker2003]. [Demaine, LópezOrtiz, & Munro2002] and [Karp, Papadimitriou, & Shenker2003] developed essentially the same algorithm to find frequent items using a variant of classic majority
algorithm. [Manku & Motwani2002] provides a good framework to compute frequent
items and itemsets. [Manku & Motwani2002] also formulates the error boundary for
our approximate algorithm. We developed a structure called FP-stream to maintain
frequent patterns at multiple time granularities, which facilitates the flexible fading
and weighting of old transactions and the discovery of various kinds of time-related
patterns.

3.9 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an approach to mine time-sensitive frequent patterns. We incrementally maintain only the historical information of (sub)frequent patterns. Based
on this information, mining time-sensitive queries can be evaluated efficiently. Moreover, we have developed an effective pattern-tree-based structure, FP-stream, for
mining frequent patterns from data streams. The FP-stream structure consists of an
in-memory frequent pattern tree with tilted-time window embedded. Efficient algorithms are devised for constructing, maintaining, and updating an FP-stream structure
over data streams. The model is examined by our analysis and experiments, which
shows that it is realistic to mine and maintain frequent patterns with approximate support estimation in data stream environments even with limited main memory available.
We show that the model can accommodate fading factors as well.
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